Three-step approach for computing band offsets and its application to inorganic $ABX_3$ halide perovskites
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Band offsets between different semiconductors are important parameters that determine the electronic transport properties near the interface in the heterostructure devices. The computation of the natural band offset is a well-known challenge. In this paper, we propose a new method, which is called the three-step method, to accurately predict the natural band offset. Compared to previous methods, the present method is more direct and can be easily applied to systems with larger lattice mismatch and to systems with lower symmetry. Using the present method, we successfully calculate the natural band offset between the inorganic halide perovskites $ABX_3$ ($A = Cs; B = Sn, Pb; X = Cl, B, I$) in the cubic and orthorhombic phase. We show that the valence band maximum shifts down as the atomic number of the $X$ site ion increases, while the valence band maximum shifts up as $B$ site ion varies from Sn to Pb or as the compound transforms from the cubic phase to the orthorhombic phase. It is found that the band gap differences between these compounds can be attributed primarily to the valence band offsets, with a much smaller contribution from the conduction band offsets.

I. INTRODUCTION

I-IV-VII$_3$ materials with halide perovskite structures (denoted as $ABX_3$, such as CsSnI$_3$ and CH$_3$NH$_2$PbI$_3$) have shown a great potential to be good solar-cell materials and have drawn great interest [1–22]. Based on CH$_3$NH$_2$PbI$_3$, Zhou et al. have achieved a power conversion efficiency of 19.3%, which is comparable to those of today’s best thin-film photovoltaic devices [8]. To improve the performance of these compounds, their properties, such as stability, resistivity, light-absorption spectra, and carrier mobility, have been studied experimentally [8–10].

Besides the intrinsic nature of the material, the interface property is of great importance to the efficiency of the photovoltaic devices. The natural band offset between different compounds is a vital parameter in the interface design because it determines the transport properties and charge transfer between different compounds in the device. Unfortunately, accurate band alignments between $ABX_3$-type halide perovskite photovoltaic materials are currently not available, because the computation of natural band offset is a nontrivial problem due to uncertainty of the energy reference in the infinite system and low symmetry where the previously proposed method based on absolute deformation potential (ADP) cannot be easily applied. In this paper, we develop a simple, general, direct approach, i.e., a three-step approach, for computing the band offsets that can be applied to a variety of materials. With this new approach, we can calculate the band offsets between $ABX_3$-type halide perovskites systematically. These results are expected to provide a new guideline on optimizing the performance of $ABX_3$-based solar cell devices. In the rest of the paper, we first discuss the three-step method in detail and then present our calculated results and discuss the general chemical trends of the obtained results.

II. THREE-STEP METHODS

In a pioneering paper, Wei and Zunger [23] followed the procedure in photoemission core-level spectroscopy [24] and constructed a superlattice to calculate the valence band offset $\Delta E_v(L/R)$ between two hypothetical compounds $L$ and $R$, where the valence band offset is defined as

$$\Delta E_v(L/R) = \Delta E_{v,C}^L - \Delta E_{v,C}^R + \Delta E_{C,C}^{L/R}.$$  

(1)

Here,

$$\Delta E_{v,C}^L = E_v^L - E_v^C$$

(2)

is the energy difference between the core level and the valence band maximum (VBM) for pure $L$ and (similar for $R$), and

$$\Delta E_{C,C}^{L/R} = E_C^R - E_C^L$$

(3)

is the energy difference in the core levels ($C$ and $C^*$) between $L$ and $R$ on each side of the interface, which can be obtained from the calculation of an $L_n/R_m$ (001) heterojunction supercell. Here, core levels of $L$ and $R$ in the bulk are assumed to be the same as that in the supercell, ignoring the influence from the volume deformation to the core level, so this method is suitable only for systems with negligible lattice mismatch [25–27]. In order to take this effect into account, Li et al. developed an ADP correction method [28–30]. They first calculated the band offsets between the two compounds with the averaged lattice constant using an expression similar to Eq. (1):

$$\Delta E_v^{(av)}(L/R) = \Delta E_{v,C}^{(av)}(R) - \Delta E_{v,C}^{(av)}(L) + \Delta E_{C,C}^{(av),L/R}.$$  

(4)

Then the VBM absolute volume-deformation potential $a_{VBM}$ of $L$ and $R$ was computed through the procedure...
decomposed into three steps, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the first step, we expand $L$ along (100) by $\frac{b_2-a_2}{a_1}$ (if the value is negative, $L$ will be compressed); the expanded compounds can be noted as $L'$ with a lattice constant of $(b_1, a_2, a_3)$. The core level difference $\Delta E_{C,C}'$ between $L$ and $L'$ can be obtained from the calculation for the $L'/L''$ superlattices with a (100) orientation. The second step is similar to the first step; we expand $L'$ along (010) by $\frac{b_2-a_2}{a_1}$ and get $L''$ with a lattice constant of $(b_1, b_2, a_3)$. The core level difference $\Delta E_{C,C}''$ between $L'$ and $L''$ can be obtained from the calculation for the $L''/R$ superlattices with a (010) orientation. At last, the core level difference $\Delta E_{C,C}'''$ between $L'/L''$ and $R$ can be obtained from the calculation for the $L''/R$ superlattices with a (001) orientation. Then, the final formula to calculate the valence band offset $\Delta E_{v,C}$ in Eq. (5) can be written as follows:

$$\Delta E_{C,C}''' = \Delta E_{C,C}' + \Delta E_{C,C}'' + \Delta E_{C,C}''''$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The final formula to calculate the valence band offset $\Delta E_{v}(L/R)$ between two compounds $L$ and $R$ can be written as follows:

$$\Delta E_{v}(L/R) = \Delta E_{v,C}' + \Delta E_{v,C}'' + \Delta E_{v,C}'''' + \Delta E_{C,C}'''' + \Delta E_{C,C}'''' + \Delta E_{C,C}'''' + \Delta E_{C,C}'''' + \Delta E_{C,C}'''' + \Delta E_{C,C}''''$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Actually, $L'$ and $L''$ act as two bridge compounds here. We can also choose $R'$ with a lattice constant of $(a_1, b_2, a_3)$ and $R''$ with a lattice constant of $(a_1, a_2, b_3)$ as the bridge compounds and calculate the core level difference with the same procedure. We can even choose four bridge compounds, expanded $L$ with a lattice constant of $(a_1+b_1, a_2, a_3)$ and $(a_1+b_1, b_2, a_3)$, and compressed $R$ with a lattice constant of $(a_1+b_1, a_2+b_2, a_3)$ and $(a_1+b_1, b_2, a_3)$ and

![FIG. 1. (Color online) The schematic illustration of the three-step method for calculating the natural band offset.](image-url)
(\(a + b_2 + b_3\)) and calculate the core level difference with five steps similar to the three-step method. According to our tests, all these methods give similar results. To obtain the conduction band offsets \(\Delta E_c\), we use the relationship

\[
\Delta E_c = \Delta E_g + \Delta E_v
\]

where \(\Delta E_g\) is the measured band gap difference between \(L\) and \(R\).

All of the preceding methods for computing band offsets use the core levels as the energy reference. However, one could also use the electrostatic potential as the energy reference [17,31–35]. These two energy references should give equivalent results. No matter which energy reference is chosen, the key problem is to calculate the energy difference between the energy reference in \(L\) and that in \(R\). In the following, we use core levels as the energy reference to calculate the band offsets.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Our calculations of \(ABX_3\) band offsets are performed using the density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the plane wave Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) [36] code. For the exchange-correlation functional, the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [37] is used. The projector-augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials [38] are used with an energy cutoff of 500 eV for the plane wave basis functions. Because PBE underestimates band gaps, we also use the GW0 method [39] to recalculate the band structures. Large numbers of k-point samples for Brillouin zone integration are used to ensure the convergence of the calculated results. The lattice vectors and atomic positions of each primitive cell are optimized according to the guidance of atomic forces, with a criterion that requires the calculated force on each atom smaller than 0.01 eV/Å.

The spin-orbit coupling (SOC) effect is demonstrated to be strong in \(ABX_3\)-type compounds [15–17], so it’s included in the calculations. In the band offset calculations, we take the 1s core levels of \(A\), \(B\), and \(X\) site atoms as a reference state, which are weighted as 1:1:3. The results calculated using different reference states are close.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first discuss the advantages of the three-step method by performing some test calculations. First, we apply the three-step method to calculate the band offsets of Si/Ge and GaAs/InAs; the valence band offsets of these two systems are 0.68 and 0.41 eV, respectively, which are close to the results predicted by the ADP correction method of 0.72 and 0.37 eV, respectively. Meanwhile, the results calculated with the traditional method (the method developed by Wei and Zunger [23]) are 0.86 and 0.08 eV, respectively. The experimental valence band offsets of Si/Ge and GaAs/InAs are about 0.70 eV [40,41] and 0.46 eV [42], respectively. These indicate that the results obtained with the three-step method and the ADP correction method are more accurate than those obtained with the traditional method and agree well with the experimental results. The traditional method assumes that the core level will not change with the lattice constant, so this method is only suitable for systems with negligible lattice mismatch and small ADP. The ADP correction method includes the core level changes during the volume deformation. Since this method assumes the ADP is a constant, it’s a linear approximation. When the volume deformation becomes larger, linear approximation may become too crude. In this situation, the three-step method can still be used since no such approximation is made. To demonstrate this point, we take AlAs and GaAs as an example. They have no lattice mismatch at the equilibrium lattice, and both methods gives the same band offset of 0.49 eV, in agreement with the experimental results of 0.4 ∼ 0.55 eV [43,44]. However, when we calculate the band offsets between the expanded AlAs and the compressed GaAs, as can be seen in Table I, the difference between the three-step method and the ADP correction method increases as the lattice mismatch increases, since the error of the ADP correction method becomes larger. In addition, using the exactly solvable three-dimensional infinite square potential model, we demonstrate that the three-step method is an exact method. They error of the ADP correction method is much less than the error of the traditional method, and the ratio of these two errors is approximately equal to the lattice mismatch ratio.

Now we calculate the band alignment between \(ABX_3\)-type compounds with different phases using the three-step method. \(ABX_3\)-type compounds show various phases at different temperatures [13,14], but the cubic structure [α phase, Fig. 2(a)] is a typical high temperature phase and the orthorhombic structure [γ phase, Fig. 2(b)] is a typical low temperature phase, so we focus on these two phases in this paper. First, we calculate the valence band offset among CsSnCl\(_3\), CsSnBr\(_3\), CsSnI\(_3\), CsPbCl\(_3\), CsPbBr\(_3\), and CsPbI\(_3\) in the cubic phase using Eq. (8). Then, we calculate the valence band offset between the cubic and the orthorhombic phases for each compound. Once the position of the VBM is obtained, the position of the conduction band maximum (CBM) can also be predicted using Eq. (9). Since PBE and even Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE) underestimates the band gaps of this system [15,16], we perform the GW0 calculation to correct the band edges of each compound and thus obtain the accurate band alignments.

Band alignment results of the cubic compounds calculated using the PBE functional and GW0 correction are plotted in Fig. 3(a). It’s clear that GW0 correction induces a large downshift of the VBM and relatively smaller upshift of the CBM. Figure 3(b) shows the corrected band edges of both cubic and orthorhombic compounds. The band gaps of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>0%</th>
<th>1%</th>
<th>2%</th>
<th>3%</th>
<th>4%</th>
<th>5%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADP correction</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-step</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>−0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. Calculated band offsets (in electronvolts) between AlAs and GaAs using different methods. Deformation is applied for expanding AlAs and compressing GaAs. As the lattice mismatch (deformation) increases, the difference of the band offsets from the two methods increases.
α-CsPbCl$_3$, α-CsPbBr$_3$, and γ-CsSnI$_3$ calculated using GW$^0$ approach are 3.03, 2.30, and 1.34 eV, respectively, in good agreement with the experimental results of 3.0, 2.3, and 1.3 eV, respectively [2,45]. We also calculated the band alignment between cubic $ABX_3$ compounds using the ADP correction method, and the results are similar to the three-step method, since here lattice mismatch for the cubic phase is small. In the following, we analyze the chemical trends of the band edges in detail based on the GW$^0$ corrected results.

As the $B$ site ion varies from Sn to Pb, both VBM and CBM downshift. However, the downshift of VBM is much larger than that of CBM, so the band gap becomes larger. According to our calculation [15], the VBM of $ABX_3$ is mainly the antibonding component of the hybridization between $B$ $s$ states and $Xp$ states, while the CBM is almost a nonbonding state dominated by the $Xp$ orbitals. Since Sn 5$s$ orbital energy is higher than that of Pb 6$s$ and closer to the $Xp$ energy levels, the $s$-$p$ hybridization is stronger between Sn $s$-$Xp$ than between Pb $s$-$Xp$. The stronger coupling between Sn $s$ and $Xp$ upshifts the VBM, resulting in a higher VBM level than that in the Pb case. Since the Sn 5$p$ state is 0.2 eV higher than that of Pb 6$p$, the CBM level in the Sn-based compound is higher, by $\sim$0.2 eV, than that in the Pb case due to the nonbonding nature of the CBM.

As the $X$ site ion changes from Cl to Br to I, both VBM and CBM upshift. However, the upshift of VBM is much larger than that of CBM, so the band gap decreases. VBM contains some $p$ states of the $X$ ion, and the energy level of $Xp$ states increases from Cl to Br to I. Thus, the VBM becomes higher with $X$ changes from Cl to Br to I; e.g., the $Xp$ states orbital level increase is 0.89 and 1.20 eV with $X$ changes from Cl to Br and from Br to I, respectively. But the VBM difference is reduced by $s$-$p$ hybridization; because the bond length is $B$-$Cl$ < $B$-$Br$ < $B$-$I$, hybridization becomes weaker and the antibonding VBM level shifts down when $X$ ranges from Cl to Br to I. As a result, the valence band offset between α-CsPbCl$_3$ and α-CsPbBr$_3$ is reduced to 0.78 eV, and the valence band offset between α-CsPbBr$_3$ and γ-CsPbI$_3$ is reduced to 0.91 eV (and similar for Sn-based compounds and compounds in the γ phase). The lattice constant becomes larger when $X$ changes from Cl to Br to I. As a result, the Madelung potential becomes less attractive for electrons, which induces an upshift of the nonbonding CBM state. Butler et al. reported the band offsets between CH$_3$NH$_3$PbCl$_3$, CH$_3$NH$_3$PbBr$_3$, and CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ and found a chemical trend similar to our results [46].

As shown in Fig. 2, each $B$ ion has six neighboring $X$ ions. When $ABX_3$ transfers from the high temperature cubic phase to the low temperature orthorhombic phase, the $B$-$X$ bond length will no longer be the same as that in the cubic phase and will become three different, larger values as shown in Table II. Since the $B$-$X$ bond length becomes longer with

![FIG. 2.](Color online) Perspective views of the (a) cubic and (b) orthorhombic phases of $ABX_3$ halide perovskite.

![FIG. 3.](Color online) Calculated natural band alignment for the VBM and CBM of CsSnCl$_3$, CsSnBr$_3$, CsSnI$_3$, CsPbCl$_3$, CsPbBr$_3$, and CsPbI$_3$ (a) in the cubic phase using the PBE functional (black lines) and GW$^0$ approach (red lines) and orthorhombic (blue lines) phases using the GW$^0$ approach. The VBM of cubic CsSnI$_3$ calculated using the PBE functional is set to zero as the reference. The effects of SOC are included in both situations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Cubic</th>
<th>Orthorhombic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CsSnCl$_3$</td>
<td>2.805</td>
<td>2.843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsPbCl$_3$</td>
<td>2.865</td>
<td>2.900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsSnBr$_3$</td>
<td>2.944</td>
<td>2.971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsPbBr$_3$</td>
<td>2.996</td>
<td>3.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsSnI$_3$</td>
<td>3.140</td>
<td>3.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsPbI$_3$</td>
<td>3.196</td>
<td>3.239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the phase transition, the hybridization becomes weaker and the antibonding VBM state shifts down with the phase transition. Meanwhile, the CBM will upshift a little due to the larger Madelung energy in the orthorhombic phase.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a three-step method to accurately predict the “natural” band offset between compounds with different structures. This method is more accurate and general than the traditional method and the ADP correction method. Using this method, the band offsets between cubic and orthorhombic \( ABX_3 \)-type compounds are predicted with GW0 corrected band gaps. The band gaps we calculated agree well with the available experimental results. The band gap differences between compounds with different \( B \) site ions, different \( X \) site ions, or different structures are attributed primarily to the valence band offset, with a much smaller contribution from the conduction band offset. This is essentially determined by the band character of the VBM and the CBM. Based on these results, we predict that the band gap of \( ABX_3 \) can be tuned by atom substitution or phase transformation, which mainly changes the position of the VBM and can tune the conductivity of \( ABX_3 \) in halide perovskite photovoltaic devices.
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